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Two trends stand out in an examination of the historical development of 
land use regulation in the United States. First, continually increasing con- 
trols have been placed on the rights of private landowners to use their land 
as they please. Second, in recent years state and federal involvement in land 
use regulation has become increasingly important. The dual purposes of this 
paper are to offer an explanation for, and t o  examine the consequences of, 
these trends. 

It is argued below that land use regulations are the result of public sector 
responses to demands of politically powerful special interest groups, rather 
than attempts to correct for market failures.' Furthermore, changes in 
regulatory policies occur because of changes in interest group strength. This 
argument is not new. Sanders, for example, recently made similar obser- 
v a t i o n ~ . ~However, discussion, more detailed than Sanders', concerning 
land use regulation in the context of this "economic theory of regulation" 
(as named by Posner3) is warranted in order to determine the consequences 
of this process. Prior to an examination of the demand and supply process, 
however, a specification of exactly what is being demanded and supplied is 
required. 

Regulation-The Demand for and Supply of Property Rights 

The objects of interest group demands and the functions of government 
regulators are: a) the assignment of property rights, and b) enforcement of 
each property rights a~s ignment .~  As Stubblebine noted: 

Every individual seeks those property rights modifications which he 
believes will improve his welfare. Since property rights condition be- 
havior, he seeks those modifications whith will induce others to make 
choices conveying on him an increased sense of satisfaction.' 

'This project was partially funded by the Pennsylvania State University College of Liberal 
Arts Central Fund for Research. 
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When rights are modified or reassigned, there are at least two groups in- 
volved. One gains at the expense of another. A property right is a resource, 
and the demand for a scarce resource leads to a conflict of interest. New 
property rights are created when the rights to own something become desir- 
able. However, in the case of private land in the United States it can be 
assumed that all rights belong to landowners, whether explicitly or implicitly 
defined. (This claim is made in light of the beliefs detailed below concerning 
land use rights during the early history of the country.) Consequently, 
whenever property rights are reassigned to a group other than landowners, 
there is a cost to the landowners. Thus, there are at least two, and possibly 
several, interests in conflict whenever property rights to private land are 
modified. 

The demand for property rights to land use can be divided into two 
categories-the derived demand for rights t o  use land as a productive input, 
and the demand for consumptive rights to land arising from the direct 
utility a user receives. Consumptive rights include the rights t o  use land for 
recreation, and for such aesthetic purposes as preservation of scenic views 
and open space. (Consumptive benefits may result from productive rights, 
for example, when recreational services are produced on the land.) Private 
individuals may own land primarily because they desire rights to productive 
uses of land, consumptive uses of land, or both. Many public rights to land 
are rights to consumptive uses. The primary focus in this paper will be on 
nonlandowner demand for public consumptive rights to land. Such public 
rights usually prevent private productive land uses, as well as private con- 
sumptive uses, and are opposed by landowners. 

Property rights generally are considered t o  be assigned either t o  private 
individuals or to the "public". However, designation of property rights as 
"public" does not mean that all members of society benefit. The "public" 
may have to bear the cost of maintaining a particular assignment of  rights, 
but only those who use the rights benefit from the assignment. 

The distinction between "individual" and "public" is a legal fiction, not 
readily translated into reality. The benefits.. .may extend only to the 
owner of the property in question, to his immediate neighbors, to the 
community, the region, or conceivably, the entire world. The legal 
dichotomy does not readily admit such gradations of "public" versus 
"pri~ate."~ 

Thus individuals and groups desire "public" rights to private land if those 
rights allow use of the land in ways which benefit them. 

The Demand for Land Use Regulation 

Stigler proposed an "economic theory of  regulation" in which he contended 
that interest groups demand regulation from their political representatives.' 
This political market distributes regulatory favors t o  those with the highest 
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effective demand. A small group with a large per capita interest tends to 
dominate over a larger group with more diffuse interests. Small interest 
groups generally dominate because of the relationship between group size 
and the cost of obtaining favorable regulation. There are two costs involved. 
One is the cost of information. Voting is infrequent and usually concerned 
with apackage of issues. Thus, individuals must incur costs to inform them- 
selves about particular issues and politicians. This investment is not worth- 
while unless the expected gains are relatively large compared to alternative 
investments (after all, the desired rights could be purchased through a pri- 
vate market exchange). Consequently, when the potential per capita gain is 
small, individuals will have relatively weak incentives to obtain the infor- 
mation. In addition, there are costs of organizing. Individuals must first 
recognize their interest (obtain information) and then organize to express 
that interest to politicians. The expression of interests includes mobilizing 
votes and money, as well as informing representatives of the group's desires 
and political strengths. These organizing costs tend to rise faster than group 
size.8 

In addition to the above observations made by Stigler on the demand for 
regulation, certain other factors should be noted. First, Peltzman observed 
that more than one interest group can obtain benefits from a particular 
regulatory policy. Second, Hirschleifer pointed out that regulators them- 
selves constitute an interest group which benefits from regulation and 
which may demand regulation. Finally, an interest group may be forced to  
organize and demand regulation in order to avoid losses due to regulation 
benefiting another interest group. Thus, the number of groups interested in 
any particular area of regulation (e.g., land use) can change over time, and, 
further, the politically dominant interest group can change.9 

The Supply of Land Use Regulation 

Stubblebine recognized four mechanisms through which rights modifi- 
cations are made: "private exchange of rights" and "collective or legislative 
action" (both of  which are permitted), and "private crime" and "social 
revolution" (which are proscribed).1° The prime concern of this discussion 
is "collective or legislative action" for modification of property rights. 
Governments regulate by creating and enforcing rights, and by modifying 
existing rights assignments. 

The institutional makeup of the political regulatory supply process 
generally depends upon the size of the regulatory jurisdiction. Regulation is 
often supplied by elected commissions in small local jurisdictions. In larger 
areas (i.e., some states or metropolitan counties) elected representatives 
may delegate regulatory powers to an appointed commission. And, if the 
regulatory authority is concerned with a very large area, a bureaucratic 
agency may perform the regulatory function. This is often the case when the 
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federal government is involved (for example, the Forest Service or the 
Bureau of Land Management). In the cases of appointed commissions or 
bureaucratic agencies, elected representatives typically assign property 
rights and then delegate enforcement powers to a regulatory body." 

Peltzman developed a model of economic regulation by elected offi- 
cials.12 His model need not be repeated here but certain conclusions are 
worth noting. 

1) An elected representative tends to favor the politically most powerful 
interest group(s). Similarly, the legislature reflects the demand of the group 
which exerts the greatest political pressure to obtain desired results. In 
Samuels' words: 

opportunities for gain, whether pecuniary profit or other advantage, 
accrue to those who can use government. . . . If income distribution and 
risk allocation is a partial function of law then the law is an object of 
control for economic or other gain.. .whether the instances be tariff 
protection, oil subsidies, real estate agents' attempts to ban "for sale" 
signs on private homes or any other type of property rights." 

The group which most desires a property right will be the group willing to 
give the most for the right in terms of votes, contributions, and so on. 

2) When there are differences among members of an interest group, the 
benefits (or costs) which result from a particular rights assignment differ 
among members. 

3) The favored interest group(s) is not favored to the extent that it could 
be. The reason this conclusion (as well as conclusion 2) holds is that the 
"marginal political return of a transfer must equal the marginal political 
cost" in order for an elected official to maintain his majority.14 Thus, in 
assigning rights, elected regulators wish to have the marginal benefits which 
accrue to the favored interest group(s) equal the marginal costs which 
accrue to the losers.l' 

Elected officials often delegate many regulatory powers to bureaucratic 
agencies and/or commissions, particularly at the state and federal levels. 
Regulatory powers are delegated to agencies and commissions because of 
the high transaction costs of decision-making in a large group (i.e., a legis- 
lature).16 Of course, when regulatory powers are delegated to agencies or 
commissions, the incentives of these bureaucrats and commissioners must 
also be examined. These regulatory authorities can be viewed as firms 
producing a service or a set of services-namely, the enforcement of legis- 
latively determined property rights assignments. The enforcement services 
are exchanged for a budget. This type of exchange has been modeled by 
Niskanen," and his model has been modified to fit the supply of regulation 
in the context of the economic theory of regulation.18 Space constraints 
prevent presenting this model here but a brief summary of relevant assump- 
tions and conclusions follows. 
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The important assumptions pertaining to each regulator (commissioner 
or bureaucratic agency manager) are: 1) he is a utility maximizer, and 2) his 
utility is a function of income and non-monetary perquisites associated with 
his position (i.e., prestige, power, social and physical amenities, etc.). The 
level of regulatory enforcement preferred by a regulator is then assumed to 
depend upon the regulator's incentive structure as it relates to his utility 
function. Since both income and perquisites are directly related to bureau 
size, but generally only perquisites are related to commission size, the tend- 
ency for over-enforcement is stronger for a regulatory bureau than for a 
regulatory commission. However, both types of regulators prefer an output 
of regulation which exceeds the desires of the legislature. In addition, 
agencies and commissions are motivated to regulate inefficiently since a 
regulator typically can appropriate part of the budget allocated by legis- 
lators for his own benefit.19 

Now, will legislators allow regulators to  over-regulate and to regulate 
inefficiently? Their efforts to maximize a majority vote are constrained. 
Legislators have at least two functions to perform: 1) choosing the appro- 
priate rights assignments, and 2) controlling regulators. Time and staff 
resources must be allocated between these two functions while attempting to 
maintain a majority. In this constrained majority-maintaining effort, legis- 
lators are willing to allow regulators to be inefficient and to over-enforce, 
but not to the degree that regulators wish.zO A legislator's choices are obvi- 
ously not quite this simple, but the implication, in any case, is that a law- 
maker faces a trade-off between the benefits of monitoring regulators 
(increased efficiency) and the benefits he can obtain by directing his time 
and staff to other activities (i.e., determining which interest groups are most 
powerful and what those groups are demanding). Thus, legislators simply 
cannot control agencies perfectly and, at the same time, determine the polit- 
ically optimal rights assignment. 

If this model of supply and demand in property rights approximates 
reality, certain historical facts should be observable. For example, since 
property rights assignments have been changing, there should be evidence 
that the dominant interest group also has changed. Furthermore, since there 
are many political units with control over the property rights within their 
respective spatial jurisdictions, property rights assignments should vary 
from one jurisdiction to another if the dominant interest groups vary. 

Changing Demand for Land Use Rights 

At the time of the American Revolution, the dogma of laissez faire ex-
pounded by Locke and Blackstone was widely accepted in America. Black- 
stone wrote: 

So great moreover is the regard of the law for private property, that it 
will not authorize the least violation of it; no, not even for the general 
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good of the whole community. If a new road, for instance, were to be 
made through the grounds of a private person, it might perhaps be 
extensively beneficial to the public; but the law permits no man, or set 
of men, to do this without consent of the owner of the land. In vain it 
may be urged, that the good of the individual ought to yield to that of 
the community; for it would be dangerous to allow any private man, or 
even any public tribunal, to he judge of this common good, and to 
decide whether it he expedient or no. Besides the public good is in 
nothing more essentially interested than in the protection of every indi- 
vidual's private rights, as modelled by the municipal law." 

As a result of this wide acceptance of and demand for individual rights, the 
landowner had basically acquired the right to use his land as he saw fit. Pro- 
ductive landowners made up the dominant interest group concerned with 
land use rights, and the dominant land use was agriculture. American urban 
settlements in 1790 accounted for less than three percent of the nation's 
population. Thus, as Anderson and Hill noted, through the first half of the 
nineteenth century, the government at both the state and national levels 
"moved rapidly towards a policy of establishing private rights in land."" 
Even when limitations on land use began to develop, they were justified on 
the basis of protection of private property (rather than of public welfare). 
For example, the "willingness to modify private property rights in the name 
of defending property values is characteristic of the early protagonists of 
zoning."z' 

In recent history, however, restriction of private property rights has 
become accepted by the courts. Limitations have been placed on the freedom 
of land use in the form of zoning and planning regulations. Public ease- 
ments and the elimination of all private rights through the law of eminent 
domain and police power have been legalized. These limitations have been 
intensifying and increasing. Today when an individual buys a tract of land, 
he finds a smaller bundle of property rights associated with that land than 
was available a century or even a decade ago. Along with private restrictive 
covenants and other controls, he may find he can use his land only for cer- 
tain purposes, build only certain kinds of structures, and occupy only a 
prescribed portion of his land up to a certain height. Often he cannot he 
sure of what his rights are, or what they will be in the future. 

Rights to land have been transferred from private landowners either 
through police power or eminent domain. These two legal doctrines can be 
separated by the way the costs of a property rights transfers are allocated. If 
the landowner bears the costs, the rights modification resulted from police 
power. If the "public" bears all or part of the cost and the landowner receives 
compensation, the modification was provided through eminent domain. 
Although the two concepts are obviously different, the line between them is 
often unclear. However, in this brief historical summary of the develop- 
ment of land use regulation the two powers will be discussed separately. 
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An examination of the application of non-compensatory public meas- 
ures to control the use of private land could start with the earliest settle- 
ments of the colonies. The controls that existed at that time generally 
applied only within urban areas and were used to curtail only the most 
obvious nuisances. Between the seventeenth and twentieth centuries the use 
of police power increased only slightly. However, by 1916 the regulation of 
private land use in urban areas had begun. In that year New York City 
adopted the nation's first comprehensive zoning law and the idea spread 
rapidly. An application of zoning by the town of Euclid, Ohio was upheld 
by the United States Supreme Court in 1926 and the planning revolution 
was legitimated. 

From their inception local zoning and other land use restrictions have 
been exclusionary devices in the hands of local landowners, used primarily 
to protect property values and preserve existing characteristics of their com- 
munities. Typically then, the interest groups in conflict at the local level are 
residential landowner "citizens associations" (generally made up of only a 
small portion of the total citizenry), and developers who wish to establish 
some activity which the citizens association opposes.24 Local chambers of 
commerce may, at times, support a citizens association (if the association 
disputes commercial development that would establish competitors for 
existing businesses), or may oppose the citizens association (if the proposed 
development might significantly expand local markets). Other local groups 
may also enter the regulatory arena regarding particular projects which will 
positively or negatively impact them. 

In addition to protecting interests, zoning has functioned also as a 
means of transferring consumptive benefits to the public. Interest groups 
desiring such public consumptive rights then also play a role at the local 
level, but the local citizens association often is the group seeking such 
rights. The claim that police power has been used to provide public con- 
sumptive rights to land might be difficult to  prove, since it is supposed to 
prevent harm, not provide benefits. However, in many cases public con- 
sumptive benefits are secondary, if not primary results. For example, 
hazard zoning, which segregates land uses with respect to physical classi- 
fications, has been used to limit private land use. The fact that land subject 
to hazard zoning provides recreational benefits to nonlandowners in the 
form of open space and scenery, as well as conservation of wildlife, has not 
invalidated such zoning. In McCarthy v. City of Manhattan Beach (1953), 
the California court upheld the designation of a "Beach Recreation District" 
and prohibited development by owners of  shoreline property, despite the 
obvious intention to  preserve the shoreline for public enjoyment. The 
designation was upheld because of  hazards posed by storms.25 The point is: 

Who is to say what is a public use? The law is what common sense would 
indicate; in essence, it holds that something serves a public purpose if 
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the public thinks so. This, in practice, means what the legislature says 
the public wants, and though the two are not always synonymous, the 
courts tend to go along; if the public through its elected representatives 
designates a public purpose to be served, the courts reason, this justifies 
exercise of the public's power.'6 

"Public" ownership of rights does not mean everyone benefits. 
The general trend has been towards more and more use of police power 

to prevent certain types of land use and provide public consumptive rights 
to nonlandowners. Although the trend is most noticeable in urban areas, 
rural zoning is nevertheless in use. Wisconsin first authorized rural zoning 
by counties in 1923, and in 1929 its original act was amended to authorize 
the use of zoning to "regulate, restrict, and determine the areas in which 
agriculture, forestry, and recreation may be conducted." The recreation 
districts permitted resorts, recreational properties, residences, and forestry 
uses but excluded new agricultural developments and most industries. In 
this way, zoning has forced private landowners to produce recreation ser- 
vices even though that need not be the most profitable use of their land. 

The first state-wide land use law was passed by Hawaii in 1960, and 
during the 1970's a number of states passed legislative measures broadening 
the role of state and regional agencies in land use control. State-wide zoning, 
rural zoning and other rural land use controls have developed primarily in 
states with relatively large urban and small rural, agricultural populations. 

When compensation is paid to landowners, the transfer of property 
rights falls under the legal heading of eminent domain. As early as 1811, 
New York City provided for the taking of land for seven parks on Man- 
hattan Island. Again the assigning of public property rights first took place 
in an urban area. In fact, the use of eminent domain by state and local 
governments preceded recognition of similar powers in the federal govern- 
ment, and largely resulted from the demand for urban parks. The urban 
park movement really started with the demand for, and purchase of, 840 
acres to create Manhattan's Central Park in 1858. New York was soon fol- 
lowed by Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco. 

The approval of eminent domain, first granted for fee simple public 
ownership of urban parks, has since been extended to include a variety of 
public land uses. The "public use" requirement has not been strongly chal- 
lenged when land has been taken for open space and/or recreation. Again, 
of course, public ownership does not mean everyone benefits. Stroup and 
Baden pointed out, for example, that 

various interest groups as well as interested individuals attempt to influ- 
ence the forest service in its exercise of discretion. For example, the 
forest supervisor might he encouraged to restrict snowmobiles from a 
winter feeding area or refrain from road building on a watershed feed- 
ing a prime trout area.. . . Within this context it is unreasonable to 
expect politics to be absent from the management of the forest service." 
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If demand is strong enough, a group can obtain exclusive rights to "public" 
property, even though the costs are shared by many others (taxpayers). 

Eminent domain does not have to lead to fee simple public ownership. 
The acquisition of "air rights" to property fronting on Boston's Copley 
Square was upheld in Attorney General v. Williams in 1899. Condemnation 
of interests less than fee simple did not become common until the metro- 
politan explosion of the 19501s, however. Acquisition of public easements 
for conservation, scenic, and other, related purposes through eminent 
domain has since occurred widely in open space and recreation planning. 

State governments have joined local governments in using eminent 
domain to establish public rights. In fact, "acquisition of land by the states 
is being given new impetus by the emphasis on outdoor recreation generated 
by a rise in population and increased mobility and income of the people" 
and substantial federal financial aid for acquiring land for recreational 
purposes has "accelerated state-acquisition programs, particularly in the 
East."28 

Eminent domain is also being increasingly used by federal agencies to 
provide public rights. Before 1900 the dominant federal public land policy 
was disposal of the public domain. After that date reservation of remaining 
public lands became the dominant policy, and by 1934 the public domain 
was virtually closed. Even before 1934, however, the federal government 
had been adding to its land holdings. In 1911 Congress passed the Weeks 
Law, which authorized land acquisition to conserve "the navigability of 
navigable rivers," and since then the federal land holdings have been in- 
creasing. In fact, "emphasis of the federal government today in its public 
land policies is on acquisition," and since the late fifties and early sixties the 
"movement to acquire large areas of rural land for recreation has been 
gaining m o m e n t ~ m . " ~ ~  Agencies that have authority to buy land for pur- 
poses such as public works, national defense, and conservation now include 
additional acreage for recreation and other public uses in acquisition plans. 
Public consumptive uses of federal land may in fact be the primary or only 
purpose of acquisition in many cases. While most of the public domain is in 
relatively rural areas, the bulk of  the land acquired in the twentieth century 
is in states with large urban populations. Why are such land use rights being 
transferred? 

A trend which appears to be directly related to  increasing public owner- 
ship was noted several times in the preceding discussion: the increase in the 
absolute and relative size of the urban population. At the same time rural 
per capita disposable income has continued to  be lower than urban income. 
Thus, political power has shifted away from the rural agricultural sector 
towards the urban sector, since political power involves votes (population) 
and money. As the urban population has come to  dominate the rural popu- 
lation, first local and then state and federal agencies have begun to transfer 
property rights from the private landowner to the public. 
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By examining the California vote for Proposition 20, the location of the 
demand for public consumptive rights is evident. Proposition 20 set up 
regulations for the entire California "Coastal Zone", defined as the area 
from three miles off the coast, inland to the highest elevation of the coastal 
mountain range. It passed by a 55 to 45 percent margin. The measure passed 
in 32 of California's 58 counties, including all of the populous counties 
around Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco. In rural counties, such 
as Humbolt and Del Norte along the far north coast, it failed miserably. An 
analysis of the vote found that Proposition 20 did best in counties with a 
high degree of urbanization. The yes vote was negatively correlated with 
location along the coast.1° Residents of the area to be regulated resisted the 
transfer of regulatory powers to some nonlocal government body because 
more interest groups have access to state (or federal) officials than to local 
officials." Only local residents can significantly affect local official's reelec- 
tion efforts. However, at the state level, nonlocal interests may be able to 
significantly impact local land use since nonlocal interests have a great deal 
to do with reelection efforts of many state office holders. 

Vlassin noted that there has been a continued shift of land into non- 
agricultural uses in the East and in areas near rapidly growing metropolitan 
areas. National trends in net land use changes seem slight or moderate, but 
land use changes adjacent to metropolitan areas have been significant. 
There obviously are many uses involved here, including intensive urban uses 
and extensive non-agricultural uses. Publicly provided productive rights 
include transportation. Private consumptive uses include non-farm rural 
residences. In addition, "all manner of public recreation facilities and ser- 
vices are being demanded, ranging from large multiple purpose parks and 
forests to more specialized facilities such as playgrounds, beaches, public 
lakes and streams, wildlife refuges and areas, wilderness areas, scenic high- 
ways and trails, scenic overlooks, public campgrounds and picnic areas."12 
Some of these demands result in transfer of all rights from the private to the 
public sector through eminent domain. Some involve transfer of certain 
rights from landowners to the public through either eminent domain or 
police power. All transfers are made because urban based interest groups 
increasingly dominate the political regulatory process. 

Greenwood and Edwards noticed the direct relationship between urban- 
ization and the demand for public rights to land and wrote: "The more 
urbanized we become, the more we seem to  cherish the thought of open 
space."" An alternative explanation of this observation can be offered. 
Urban population is growing, and its income and leisure time are increasing. 
Therefore, the demand groups desiring public rights are willing to pay more 
to apply political pressure than in the past. The more urbanized an area 
becomes, the more powerful are interest groups which desire public con- 
sumptive rights. Open space has always been "cherished," but now the 
demand for public open space is being recognized and the property rights 
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are being transferred to nonlandowners by the government. Terms such as 
"changes in taste" or "gradual awakening of public interest" need not be 
used to explain what appears to be changes in demand for public rights to 
land. In more and more cases, the politically dominant interest group is 
shifting from landowners to nonlandowners. As this continual change takes 
place government agencies transfer the rights. 

Indications for the future are that this process of property rights transfer 
to the public sector will continue. 

Since the United States population.. .may increase by as much as 
50 to 100 million people by the year 2000, we can be absolutely certain 
that the amount of resources demanded [for public consumptive land 
uses] will also increase. Since there is every indication that the popu- 
lation increase will concentrate in the metropolitan and megalopolitan 
areas, this increased demand will have its origin in the metropolitan 
areas and will have its impact in nonmetropolitan areas, namely the 
rural environment." 

With increasing demand for more rights, there will be continual transfer of 
property rights from the private sector to the public sector. These future 
property rights transfers should be more noticeable in and near urban areas 
and in urbanized states, although increased federal pressure resulting from 
growing domination of national politics by urban based interests will cause 
gradual changes in predominantly rural states. 

In addition to the changing property rights associated with increased 
urbanization, there is anecdotal evidence which indicates that land use regu- 
lation can be explained by the economic theory of regulation. Recall that 
Peltzman predicted elected representatives should differentiate between 
members of interests groups, and favor more than one interest group when- 
ever possible. This implies that, when the relative strengths of interest 
groups vary over a regulatory jurisdiction or between jurisdictions, we 
should find different land use policies. 

Property rights assignments for public uses of land do vary greatly from 
state to state and region to region. One example can be seen in the access to 
public waterways. Donald Levi, while discussing the Missouri case of Elder 
v. Delcour, pointed out: this case "clearly establishes that the public has the 
right to fish and otherwise use certain riparian waters for recreational pur- 
poses" in Missouri, but "in many states.. .the right of the public to use 
natural lakes and streams may differ substantially or be unclear."35 This 
results because local and/or state agencies have power to assign property 
rights, and because state and federal agencies can discriminate pa ti ally.'^ 
Since some states and localities are more urbanized than others, relative 
interest group strength varies from state to state and locality to locality. 

Peltzman also concluded that regulators will not act as perfect brokers 
for one interest group. An example of a land use regulator's not favoring 
one interest group to the total exclusion of another, less powerful interest 
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arises in the context of California's Proposition 20 (on coastal zoning). 
First, note that Deacon and Shapiro found that the plan was most favored 
by the upper-income and well educated strata of ~ociety.~ '  Bobo and 
Shulman similarly concluded that "it can be argued, given vague references 
to distributional equity, that the purpose of the act, like most planning, was 
t o  preserve, protect, and restore coastal resources for the present and future 
generation of upper-income individuals," and, indeed, evidence indicates 
that the implementation of coastal zoning has typically meant exclusion of 
low-income people from select area^.'^ However, this does not mean that 
the relatively well-to-do are the only group favored, t o  the exclusion of all 
others. For example, the State Commission denied a permit application of 
the Santa Monica Redevelopment Agency for 1,400 high-income apartments 
because the project did not include low- or moderate-income housing and 
publicly usable open space.39 The agency redesigned the project to include 
100 units of moderate-income housing for the elderly, 400 condominiums, 
and 8 acres of public park. The commission then granted a permit for the 
100 units of moderate-income housing. Why? Obviously the elderly are 
increasingly well organized, and their demands are being recognized even 
though the result is not completely favorable t o  high-income groups. 

One particular set of property rights deserves mention before moving t o  
the impact of the observed trends. Landowners sometimes have the right to 
compensation when their land use rights are taken. However, this right has 
never been clearly defined, and there is growing pressure to increase the 
number of rights which can be transferred without compen~ation. '~ 
Regulators (and courts) are continually expanding the concept of the police 
power t o  limit or regulate property rights. Because, like any other right, the 
right to compensation is subject to regulatory interpretation and definition, 
regulatory authorities can attenuate this right if powerful special interests 
demand attenuation. Furthermore, as with other property rights assign- 
ments, the rights to compensation vary from one jurisdiction to another. 

The legal limits of how stringently a city or state can regulate the use of 
land without paying compensation to the owner are currently in flux. At 
issue is just how broad an interpretation one should give to the Fifth 
Amendment guarantee known as the "taking clause". . ."nor shall pri- 
vate property be taken for public use without just compensation." Some 
would argue that the clause goes no farther than to prohibit physical 
seizure of or outright use of property by the government; others claim 
that it makes a wide range of regulations subject to compensation. 
Courts in various states have handed down widely varying ruling^.^' 

I t  appears that as demand for public rights increases individuals can expect 
a further weakening of the right to compensation for the loss of rights. 

Implications of Observed Trends in Land Use Regulation 

There are several implications of the observed trends of changing rights and 
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increasing state and federal involvement. These implications relate to polit- 
ical efficiency, the cost and size of government, productive and allocative 
efficiency, and social welfare. 

First note that, as state and federal land use regulation becomes more 
important, there is increasing delegation of regulatory powers to commis- 
sioners and bureaucrats, both of whom (as discussed above) have incentives 
to over-regulate and to  regulate inefficiently. As a result, the negative im- 
pact on losers of any regulatory policy is relatively large when the policy is 
enforced by a commission or bureau. Therefore these losers have greater 
incentives to organize and express demands to regulators. The government 
may respond by compensating this new interest group without taking too 
much from other organized interests. If so, then still another unorganized 
group will find itself losing rights or paying higher taxes and have increased 
incentives to organize. The government sector grows in order to deal with 
increasing demands from more and more organized interest groups. 
Furthermore, once an interest group is organized, the most significant costs 
of demanding government favors have been overcome. Often, the interest 
group begins to demand rights other than those originally sought. If its 
demand is strong enough, government responds. The very nature of the 
political regulatory process tends to cause the regulatory system to grow and 
rights assignments to be modified with increasing frequency.'Z 

Certainty increases the longer a given property rights assignment exists. 
One purpose for assigning property rights to land is to allow individual 
planning to  incorporate more accurate predictions. Demsetz pointed out: 
"Should the practice of involuntary reassignment [of property rights] 
become common, all confidence in the longevity of property rights will be 
reduced and all long-run consequences of using property rights in various 
ways will tend to be neglected."" Reassignments of property rights are 
becoming "common," particularly near urban areas. Therefore, "confi- 
dence in the longevity" is being reduced more in urban than in rural areas. 
Landowners near urban areas are becoming very uncertain because of con- 
tinually changing rights assignments and the expectation of more changes in 
the future. For example: "The passage of Proposition 20 has left many 
builders and developers stranded on the beach, cut off from financing and 
wondering where they go from b e r ~ " 4 ~  The effective average cost curve 
must be relatively high for a producer facing relatively greater uncertainty, 
because the producer requires a greater return (normal profit) to induce him 
to  stay in that activity." Therefore urban area production with land as an 
input involves higher costs. There are transportation costs and other acces- 
sibility factors which increase the value of land near cities, but this analysis 
indicates that other factors (less uncertainty and a larger bundle of property 
rights) make rural land relatively more valuable and partially offset accessi- 
bility fctors. There is a higher cost of production to rural area producers 
due to the capitalization of the resulting relatively high land rents. The long- 
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run result has to be a higher price of output and lower quantity of commod- 
ities produced with land as an input, all other things being 

There is also a cost to society that results directly from the increasing 
public ownership of rights: 

Public attitudes toward outdoor recreation are probably more varied 
than they appear. But the kind of attitude that seems most in evidence is 
nothing less~than a national scandal. For most Americans the word 
"public" seems to denote "up for grabs". The word "use" does not, for 
them, imply sharing in common or enjoying and preserving hut rather 
using up, exploiting and discarding. In short, the philosophy seems to 
be that in public parks anyone can do anything because "after all, I pay 

The increased land damage associated with public rights can result from two 
factors. First, if the users do not have to pay, there is overuse because of 
excess demand. Secondly, the fact that rights are assigned t o  the public 
rather than private individuals, in itself, implies the attitude described 
above. Demsetz explained that this results from individual incentives asso- 
ciated with benefits and costs of public rights. When a right is publicly 
owned, the form of ownership fails to concentrate the costs of use on the 
individual. When he maximizes his utility with respect to the public right, he 
tends t o  overuse the right since some of  the costs are born by others (other 
users and non-using taxpayers). The value of the land diminishes more 
quickly than under private ownership of all rights.48 

The cost of maintaining a public assignment of property rights tends to 
be higher than the costs associated with private rights, as the above argu- 
ment by Demsetz indicates. It is conceivable that users of public rights 
might agree to curtail their use, if negotiating and policing costs were zero. 
Each would have to agree to abridge his rights. However, it is difficult 
(costly) for a large number of persons to reach a mutually satisfactory 
agreement, especially when any holdout can use the right as much as he 
wishes. Even if an agreement could be reached, the policing costs would be 
high, since there is always an incentive to break the agreement in order to 
maximize individual utility. 

Much of the maintenance costs of a property rights assignment are asso- 
ciated with preventing conflicts or negotiating settlements. There are exter- 
nalities (and therefore conflicts) associated with private property rights. The 
owner of land use rights does not control the rights to other individuals' 
land. He has no incentive (without negotiations or policing) t o  consider 
them. The same kind of externality exists in the case public property rights, 
only it is more costly. Demsetz explained that a system of private, rather 
than public, rights has fewer conflicts to arbitrate or prevent, and that 
when a conflict occurs fewer people are involved. Therefore, maintaining a 
system of private rights to land should be less costly and involve a smaller 
government sector. Correspondingly, the trend toward transfer of private 
rights t o  public rights implies that the regulatory sector must grow.49 
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The excuse often used for taking private rights is that individuals have 
been using those rights to create negative externalities. However, assign- 
ment of rights to the public also results in negative externalities. Demsetz 
points out that the negative externalities associated with public ownership 
tend to be greater than with private o ~ n e r s h i p . ~ ~  These external costs are 
partially reflected in the maintenance costs of the regulatory agency. How- 
ever, no regulatory system ever forces internalization of all external costs. It 
can he argued that the non-internalized externalities will be greater with 
public rights assignments, since the externalities created are greater. If these 
costs are not completely internalized, the long-run effect is a reduction in 
the value of land being damaged. This is another cost which landowners 
have to hear (or which taxpayers bear, if compensation is paid or if the land 
is publicly 

The traditional explanation of regulation is that the government steps in 
to prevent or adjust for market failure. The "invisible hand" has failed to 
guide the actions of self-interested individuals for the benefit of society 
because of externalities or monopoly power. In other words, what is good 
for the individual is not good for society, so regulation is required. An alter- 
native explanation of regulation has been offered here. Regulation is simply 
the way in which self-interested public officials provide benefits, in the form 
of property rights, to self-interested individuals who form interest groups. 
If this is true, then government regulation appears to be creating more 
externalities than it prevents. This results because what is good for indi- 
viduals who demand and supply regulatory changes in property rights is not 
good for society as a whole. This "government failure" may in fact be more 
costly to society than any market failure. 
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